
Summer 2 Week 4 
Orange Class Home Learning 
 
Dear Orange Class, 
 
Here is your home learning for the fourth week after half term. If you are not in school, you 
can always email me on AC@northbeckton.ttlt.academy with any questions, or any pictures of 
your learning. 
Miss Alice  
 

Subject All Higher Lower 

English Read our new story: 
‘Starry-Eyed Stan’’ 

You can use the 
matching cards to 
match characters 
and objects from the 
story. Challenge 
yourself to try 
picture - word or 
word - word. 

You can use the 
matching cards to 
match characters 
and objects from the 
story. Challenge 
yourself to try 
picture - picture or 
picture - word. 

 After you have read 
the story, use the 
talk cards to discuss 
it with your adult. 

Write each question 
from the talk cards 
into your books and 
answer them. 

Glue the question 
cards into your 
books and write 
your answer. 

 Can you make a 
story map of the 
story? 

  

 Write a description 
of the story setting. 

Use the word mat 
and the setting 
worksheet to write 
your description.  

Use the word mat 
and complete level 1 
of the setting 
worksheet. 

Maths  Try the addition and 
subtraction 
challenge cards. 
You can use the 100 
square to help you 
with the 
calculations. 

Use the maths 
activity mats to 
review and revise 
what we were 
learning at school. 

  Try the reasoning 
cards. Some of the 
word problems are 
tricky, but try and 
complete at least 
the 1 star problems. 

 



Cooking Can you follow the recipe to make the Star Cheesy Puffs? I have 
included some worksheets for you to complete to tell me what you 
used, how you made them and what you thought of them when 
you ate them. I hope they tasted good! Please send me a photo of 
you cooking, I would love to see it! 

Outdoor Learning This week I’d like you to experiment making your own sponge 
boats. Does it float or sink? You can fill in the Boats Observation 
Sheet with your predictions. 

Fine Motor It’s really important to use our fine motor muscles and get plenty of 
practice ready for when we come back to school. This week I 
would like you to make some coral reef art. Make a colourful 
environment and then cut out some sea creatures to live there. I 
would love to see a picture. 

Emotional 
Regulation 

This week we are thinking about our special talents. Do we have a 
special talent like Starry-Eyed Stan? 

 


